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About This Game

Plunge into an incredible atmosphere of Super LoH (Layers of Horror) !
Explore fascinating levels full of various monsters and and make enough money so you can buy gorgeous hat!

 And don't forget to save a beautiful lady! Or to buy one. You don't want to kill all the monsters alone, do you?

Features:

  The boar

  +100 levels and more with every update!

  More than 20 types of monsters ready to kill you cruelly.

  Unique magic sticks available in the shop.

  Gorgeous hats!
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  Amazing soundtrack by Classican

  Cards and achievements!

The game will help you have fun while spending spare time you don't have
P.S. we have some badges for you
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super lohas kumamoto. super lohas fukuoka. super lohas hotel akasaka. superman logo. super loh badge. super lohas osaka.
super lohas hotel tokyo. super lohas akasaka. super lohas nara. super loh steam. super lohas hotel ikebukuro. super rugby log

This "extra lite" take on the rogue-like genre is probably not worthwhile for most gamers. Thankfully, the game doesn't take
itself seriously, and I think my favorite part of the game experience was laughing at the goofy dialogue and achievement text.
The gameplay itself is extremely repetitive, and the RNG aspects of level progression make it feel very unrewarding to grind
your way from one level to the next, with no sense of ramp-up or actual progress. The total dependence on RNG for
achievement hunting made me stick around longer than I actually wanted to, searching for that last hat. The game has only one
track of BGM, adding to the sense of endless repetition.

I bought the game for $0.29 as part of a discounted bundle, but I probably wouldn't purchase it on its own, even at a discounted
price.. not a bad game, have some issues but if you have the 90% coupon discount it's worth for the card drops but ,otherwise, i
don't think it is. slow and boring arena shooter. not a bad game, have some issues but if you have the 90% coupon discount it's
worth for the card drops but ,otherwise, i don't think it is. This "extra lite" take on the rogue-like genre is probably not
worthwhile for most gamers. Thankfully, the game doesn't take itself seriously, and I think my favorite part of the game
experience was laughing at the goofy dialogue and achievement text. The gameplay itself is extremely repetitive, and the RNG
aspects of level progression make it feel very unrewarding to grind your way from one level to the next, with no sense of ramp-
up or actual progress. The total dependence on RNG for achievement hunting made me stick around longer than I actually
wanted to, searching for that last hat. The game has only one track of BGM, adding to the sense of endless repetition.

I bought the game for $0.29 as part of a discounted bundle, but I probably wouldn't purchase it on its own, even at a discounted
price.. I don't know where people get the idea that they should write a bad review about this game. I find it fun and highly
addictive. Yes it is random every time you play, but that's the whole point of where the fun is. If it were the same every time it
would be very boring, requiring no skill at all. I would rate this 9/10.. I got this game with a 90% off coupon and paid 10 cents
for it. But it actually is pretty fun. But after a hour of playing it will probably get boring though.

6/10. I just got dark souls and this game is harder. Why waste $59.99 on dark souls 3 when you can get this game on sale for
$0.49. Honestly that is a great deal, the game should actually be worth at least $59.99.
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dle Master Super LOHH. Super LOH is a rather difficult rogue like game for the wrong reasons.

Basically, the goal of this game is to clear out all the enemies in a room and then advance to the next room. However, the
difficulties of the rooms are random, and sometimes you get these ridiculsouly hard rooms that are just impossible.I also say
rogue like, but you don't get to keep your upgrades from playthrough to playthrough. Additionally, when you attack, you get
pushed back which is super annoying. I played enough of this game that I was actuallly able to 100% achievement the game, but
I would not play this anymore or any further. Another rather annoying part is that the escape button does not bring up a menu,
but instead closes the game.

Overall, not that great of a game because of random difficulty swings that make the game annoyingly hard.

Rating: 5.3\/10
Recommend Price: $0.49 or below. typical russian game D:. My first impression was horrible. It seemed impossible to clear a
level. But I wanted the achievements, so I kept trying. Eventually, I got behind the patterns of the monsters and made it to level
7 and killing 92 monsters. I am quite proud of that. R-Type seemed impossible as well. Or Ghouls'n'Goblins. But did I give up?
Yes, like every sane person did. I kept on playing Super LOH for a bit even after I got all the achievements. The song is catchy.
Also positive: The game is only 7 MB small. Could always install it again quickly for a game, should I ever feel like it.. lovely
level and character design
+ the soundtrack is nice, but repeats quite fast
+ great variety of levels, but the difficulty is inconsistent (you should buy a better weapon fast)
+ easy achievements
- all enemies are braindead, just running around aimlessly
- no menu or settings, and escape key instantly exists the game

Overall, a decent roguelike with lots of potential for further development. The price of 0,99€ is fair. Well, this game isn't
actually a 'complete' game. Could be better if the developer actually finish it.. Super LOH
Super LOH. You run around and shoot monsters.
The game levels are random.
Sometimes you start on really hard levels, others really easy, to get a streak you kind of just have to get lucky and not get the
super hard levels. Some of the levels are nearly impossible to beat, which makes the game a bit unfair.
I got all the achievements in it in about an hour.
6/10 Spooky
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